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(U) The following article is another chapter of a work in progress in tbe Center for Cryptologic Hist-Ory. Tbe book
..... describes. key collection equipment and systems ·developed for HF collection during the first two decades of
AFSA/NSA. Previous issues contained chapters on receivers and antennas.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MAGNETIC RECORDERS
(U) Magnetic recording technology evolved rather slowly into its current capabilities
. for recording -audio, video, and digi,tal information. Valdemar Poulsen patented the
principle of magnetically recording and reprod~cing sound on a wife in 1900 in the United ·
States, following }tis 1898 patent in Denmark. Poulson worked_for the Copenhagen
Telephone Company at the · time, and he called his invention the Telegraphone.
Commercial success did not follow, however, and magnetic recording essentially
disappeared for .a quarter of a century thereafter.

·:··' :

(U) Magnetic recording resurfaced in the 1920s aided by the availability of electronic
amplifiers and better sources of the type of recording wire required for good quality of
sound. Various wire recording machines were developed and sold in Europe, particularly
. in Germany,. but the development of most impact was the Magnetophone. A method of
coating plastic or paper tape with a magnetic material was patented in Germany in 1928,
and the Allgemeine Electrizitats Gesellschaft (A.E.G.) demonstrated the first
commercially availabie recorder to use this medium; the Magnetophone, in 1935.
Improvements achieved in the quality of both the tape material _and the machines during
the period of World War II led to Magnetophone use in German broadcast and military
applications. 1 A key improvement was the application of high frequency bias to the oxide·coated tape used with the Magnetophone (German patent taken out in 1940). This step "is
_generally recognized as the most potent fac_tor ir:i advancing magnetic recording from a
bacl~-room scjence to commercial importance. All present-day magnetic recording
machines may be considered to stem from the German designs of the war years.'' 2
(U) in 1945 when American troops pushed into Germany, they" . . . approached radio
stations that were broadcasting but were found without personnel. The broadcasting was
being done by a machine never seen before; the· Germans called it a Magnetophone. · A
plastic strip, magnetically recorded, was broadcasting with a .fidelity Americans had never
before heard in a recording and wi_thout surface noise sound." 3 , A number of these
machines were shipped to the United States for evaluation by the Army Signal Corp_s.Also, some were shipped back as "war souvenirs."

·
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(U) Magnetic tape technology was not completely ignored in the United States during
the 1930s. Bell Telephone Labs had an extensive research program on magnetfo recording
during that peri~d. 4 This research contributed to the development in 194i of the C-1 Time
Division Scrambler (TDS) system, which was built around a small magnetic tape recorder.
The essential part of the-C-1 TDS
was a .magnetic tape recorder-reproducer in which a
..
magnetic alloy was banded 'to the rim of a nonmagnetic drum or wheel. Eleven magnetic
coils formed magnetic pole-pieces mou.n ted around the drum to perform the recording and
reproducing functions on the magnetic · strip as th~ drum rotated . A switching system
controlled the order iri whi~h segments of the signal were recorded for transmission or the
order iri which segments of the tape were reproduced during transcription. This coded
switching system provided.a flexible voice privacy capability. To the end of World War II,
the TDS equipment was the only small and portable devic.efor -scrambling speech that was
in factory production. 5
~

.·.).

'4

. (U) Up until about 1945, commercial telephone· and repetitive message operations
used wire recorders, as did the Allies during World War II. The wire recorder advantages
. of portability and rapid message changing gave it preference over tu~ritable discs or
cylindrical drum-type recorders. However, Splicing the wire was a very· unsatisfaetory
process. This requir~d tying.a knot in the wire and then fusing the knot with a match or
even the hot end of a ci~arette . ~he audio quality of the resultant splice was poo·r, and this
unsatisfactory eqiting process doomed the ·wire-recorder technology as· soon as tape
recorders came o~to the market. 6
(U) The erid of World War II idled a large number of U.S. companies which had been
major suppliers to the goverrment duririg the war. To reestablish themselves in the
postwar market, they looked for consumer products to manufacture. Most manufacturers
of wire recorders.for wartime use COilVerted to magnetic tape machines, and tape recorders
manufactured by; Brush Wollensak, Revere, Magnecord, and others became popular ·
consumer products beginning in 1946 and 1947.
-

\'

.

(U) During the war, a company in San Francisco had developed a strong capability in
the manufacture of sinall,-precision electric motors, electric generators, and dynamotors (a
one-piece motor <1;nd generator) . These small motors and generators had found extensive
use in U.S. warplanes. The end of the war left this company with a large surplus inve.ntory
ofsmall electric inotQrs: The' company, which became known as the Ampex Corporation, .·
decided to manlifacture tape recorders that used three motors in each. At the time, foe .
tape recorders of other man\;facturer_s in~orpo~ated o.ne or two motors with 'be}ts and.
pulleys to achieve the play,' fast~f~~ward:·"a~d re~i~d f~ncti<;ms. The major broadca~t and
recording. studios quickly discovered that the. Ampex tape recorder with three motors
achieved higher quality and a more flexible tape recording capability, and 'i t became a de
facto standard. (Of note, the Germans had used three motors in their tape recorders, too.) ·
The total production of Ampex tape recorders up to.1950 was sold almost completely to the
major broadcast networks.
(U) The NSA and ASA organizations in the 1950s also recognized the audio quality of
the Ampex equipment and quickly purchased Ampex Models · 300 and 350 for signal
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intercept applications. Early in ·the 1950s, the Agency's approach to magnetic recorders
began to move along two separate paths. Voice recording and processing is one path, and
the other, called "instrumentation" for want of a better description; covers the nonvoice
· category. In instrumentation recorders the emphasis is on .a highly linear transfer
· between input and reproduced output.· That is, the goal is a highly precise replication of
t11.e .input signal, including time base stability, ori (typically) another recorder at a
different location.
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An Ampex Model 300 console. Some consoles included carrYing bandies on each side; users then
referred to it, with: tongue-in-cheek, as a portable model .
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EARLY INSTRUMENTATION RECORDERS
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(U) The Agency did no in-house development of ins'trumentation recorders per se,
preferring to work closely with the recorder industry, testing an,d evaluating new models
or new circuitry.against the known requirements, ~rid using contracts to.push the industry
in design and function <;lirections that.benefittedthe Agency. The needs of the Agency and_
those of the commer<~ial marketplace for this type of ~agnetic recorder were sufficiently
parallel that this technique worked effectively and economically. (A portion of the 1974
NSA R&E Report described the relationship between internal and external COMINT
equipment development this way: "NSA exploits the technology ~nd techniques area in
three distinct ways. First, it takes··as much .advantage as possible of the industrial;
government, and university efforts which have been and are being developed. This allows
us to plan for exploitation as well as to avoid unnecessary and wasteful duplica.tiorf.
Second, in.situations where the directions taken or the time schedule [does] not match our
unique needs, we attempt to influence the outside activities. This takes the form of
•

•

--···
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.contract support at tjmes or, if possible, persuading the organization to direct its efforts
closer to our needs. The third type of effort calls for us to perform the work with NSA
financial and manpower resources. In thes~ s1tu~tions, we exploit the expertise availabltf .·
in the outside community in conjunction with olir own in order to take best advantage of
both worlds.") However, to fitting commercial recorders. into the peculiar needs and
requirements of COMINT led the Agency to develop· a variety of auxlliary items such
frequency-regulated power supplies, signal~operated relays, time-code generators, audio
. delay units, etc .. The Agency engineers also developed a variety of new testing procedures
and methodologies in order to assess the acceptability of commercial recorders for Agency'
purposes.

as

(U) The workhorse instrumentation recorder of those early ears, .. particularly for

·--1.::.·

~'"'

..• ·- -

.

"

recording ofprmter signals, was the Ampex S~3160A, also known as the AFSAV-510~.
This upgraded version of the Ampex 300 and 400 series provided a dual-channei capability·
at tape speeds of either 3 3/4 or 7 1/2 inches per second (ips) and co"ntained a power
amplifier with tuning fork to drive the capstan motor. This last feature assured that the
'tape operated at the same constant speed during collection and processing·despite voltage
instabilities at either the field site or the processing center. In use, an intercept operator
could expect'to record forty-five minutes of uninterrupted printer traffic at 7 1/2 ips. (The·
nomenclature used with AFSA/NSA equipment evolved through various schemes in the
early years. Initially each equipment was designated by an AFSA_V number with the
letter "D" used to indicate the equipment in .the developmental or test stage. When
equipment reached operational status [also called production models)]the· letter dropped
out. Hence, the Ampex S-3160A, initially named the AFSAV-D51~, eve.ntually. bec.ame ·
the AFSAV-510A. This methodology continued for several years after AFSA b~came
NSA. By the late 1950s NSA shif~ed to the XR nomenclature for developmental/test
. equipment and obtained DoD standard Army/Navy [AIN] nomenclature. when the item
went into operat1onai use. Also, a:qhat ti~e. the Agency changed currently op~rational
AFSAV equipment over·to Nl)r_nomenclat~re. The AFSAV-510A then became the··
ANtrNH-10, and a variation, the AFSAV-510ND2M, became the ANtrNH-13! For
number of years, the Agency issued cross-reference lists to help sort out this confusing · ·.
array.)

a ..

(U) The S-3160A tape recorder used in the_
se applications was not, by any definitfon, a ·,
portable machine. A r'ugged machine based on vacuum-tube technology; · it filled a
standard, six-foot-high equipment cabinet. In 1962 an AFSA V-5lOA c6st a bit over
$~,000, while a voice recorder such as the ANtrNH-11 that is discusse·d below cost about
$2,000. 7
. (U) The Ampex Corporation's crowning achievement, perhaps, was their development
·of a video tape recorder, the VR-1000. The new Ampex video tape recorder first
· demonstrated its professional utility with the recording of President Eisenhower's inaugural address in January of 1957. For comparison, the AFSAV-510A had a high-end response
..

. ofabout 12,0.00 kHz at 71/2 ips; the VR-1000 provided a frequency response (~3db)from ·
15 kHz to 2.5 MHz.
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Two racks of 8~3160 recorde~s (on the right) compared with an,AFSA V-510A ·
(on the left). Although cross-reference lists show the AFSAV-5iOA as being an S-3160, the
AFSAV -510A was a slightly modernized version, having a dust cover, revise~ control buttons,
and a-more modern and-compact electronics pan~I.
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(S 000) The following year the NSA direc_
t orate approved $120,000 for the .p urchase of

two video tape recorders. Ampex delivered the recorders in 1958, and within . several
months CIA :personnel visited NSA req\le~ting that one of NSA's video recorders be made
available to the
The launch of the Soviet Sputnr·~ .fu 1957 had tri~gered this interest, i......----';"";""1
. In 1958 Ampex was the _only source o proven video
recorders, so the heavy demands from the televisfonbfoadcast industry,fo):" th~ recorders ·
prevented prompt purchase and delivery for CIA. Under these· circums.t ances, NSA
released one of its Ampex video tape.recorders; the return of the recorder by CIA, .however,
is not documented. In 1960 the second video recorder went into an operational system
collectin8 broadcasts transmitte_d by Castro's Cuba.
'""'· ... ·····-···
·-=-...:;:r;· .... .... _·;"":" ..,.
;

·..

EARLY VOICE RECORDERS
(U) In the voice recorder category, the needs of the SIGINT community couJd be met by
the commerdally available recorderi;, but the match was neither efficient not economical.
I
Problems peculiar to the community were the :need to operate reliably on, a variety of
foreign power: line characteristics and under unfavorable field conditions such as heat,
humidity, dust, or, less commoiily, extreme cold. (Not" only did ~uch of the ·r est of th.e
world provide AC power at 50 Hz rather than 60 Hz, and at voltage levels different from
the 120 volt$ ;common . in the U.S., but during the t~n to twenty years immediately
following World War U neither the frequency nor the voltage was reliably constant.' Oldtimers clainie~l that in some of the Far East countries ch_ange$ in the AC power-line
parameters directly tracked with the rainy and the dry seasons.) Additionally, the voice
transcription_process required several unique recorder control mechanisms to facilitate
that £Unction. Further, because of t~e large quantities of voice r~corders required for
COMINT tasks, the .cost of logistic support argued for a rugged; standard model that could.
perfo'r m equally well in the field or in a stateside transcription .center.
(U) During the 1950f?, it was necessary to use commercial tape recorders and upgrade
or modify thetjl a~ necessary. Most of the changes simply provided the capability to
operate on the qifferentAC line voltage or frequency available ~tan . overseas site .
. (U) NSA in:itiated development of a standarq, voice-gr~de magneti~ tape rec~rder by
determining the required military characteristics and preparing a Purchase Description
(PD) i~ 1954. ~- ParaUel contracts wei:e awarded the following Y.~ar. to.,Magnec~rd:·
Incorporated and the Revere Camera Corp0ration for the development of engineering
models. The toughest technical pro~lem in the development was that of maintaining a
constant tape speed under a wide ·variation -in AC line voltages and frequendes. The
Agency eventually selected the Magnecord design as the winner in early 1956.
(U) By November 1955, even though development of the engineering models was not
yet completed, the Office of Production tasked RID for construction of eigh_t service test
models. Although Magnecord received a contract for the test models, now called AFSAV-
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D75s, Ampex received a parallel development contract because of concerns about the
financial condition of Magnecord. Magnecord delivered in mid-1957. After a successful
service test by the th.ree military services and NSA elementsJ
lthen chief6( .
COLL-2, in. an 18 December· 1958 memorandum, designated the AFSAV-75A as the
standard recorcier for use in all radiotelephone (voice) positions. The test models made by
Ampex completed a successful service test also, but nearly a year later than: those from
Magnecord_. ·The Ampex versions were abandoried at that.point .
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The single-channel Magnecord commercial recorder (left) was widely used by the SCEs (especially
. AFSS) under the designation of PT-6, until superseded by the AFSA V-75, later designated AN/fNH-11
(right). The addition of the applique chassis -shown mounted beneath the tape deck- provided a twochannel capability on the AFSAV-75 or AN/fNH-11.
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(U) The production"models of the AFSAV-D75 recorder received the military ···· ~-- .,.".
nomenclature of ANfl'NH"ll prior to the initial deployments that began in 1960. Over~
period several years thereafter, U.S. recor:der manufacturers produced more t~~n three
thousand ANfl'NH-11 recorders under contract to N$A. The AN/TNH-11 recorders
.satisfied the requirement for improved data storage for the voice and manual morse
problems and; to a lesser extent, for recording facsimile. or low-speed printer
transmissions. Jn the transcription area, the combination of fotit-switch controls and
variable playback speed con:trol significantly increased productivity.
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(U) The AN/TNH-11 was a milestone in tape recorder equipment used in· the SIGINT
community. It was the first tape recorder whose development was spec~fically tailored to
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match the Agency's operational requirements in voice intercept and processing, and it was
designed to meet military specifications. Production of ANfl'NH-11 record~rs began in
19{)9; operational use began in 1960. The recorder had numerous production runs and a
lo'ng life .in the SIGINT community. Its use extended into the· 1980s even though it was
superseded in the early 1970s by a four-track, three-speed, solidcstate· version, ANffNH21.
i•·

~
~

~

1

~

·'-

~

·:~

EXPANDING THE ROLE OF RECORDERS

. -teT During World War II and the beginning years of AFSAINSJ\, SIGINT collection
remained essentially an on-line~j':frocE!ss. Morse, voice, and printer signals went directly
into hard copy, or a:n equi:Y.aJent, at the collection position. The primary machine-based
recording tech~iques were the·ink-based undulator (paper) tape recorders used on Mor~e
signalS
tl1.e
or .punched-paper
used on single c'hannel printer
trans.missions. As the quantity and complexity of transmissions increased after World..
War II, the role ofmag~etic recorders to ~tore signals for off-line processing either at
~apidlyexpanded. - ..... .. _ ..
.. · - _·- _ .· _
·_ · _

~nd

hard-c~py

:j
i

1

.1

'j

EO 1. 4. ( c) j

for the SIGINT community began to push the technology into two se.einingly opposite
direttions: recorders
with very high
frequency
response and recordei::s
of. "DC" pulses. The
.
.
.
.
·.
basic problem. was .that as more and more analog tapes came back to NSA for processing,
NSA needed to process the recorded signals at higher than real-time rates. By 1958, the
time and effort, required· to convert printer intercept received on analog (that ·is, ton~
recorded) magneti~ ta:i;>es into a form suitable for high-spee&computer processing began to
create a warehouse-sized backlog of unprocessed field tapes. A paper written in 1961, for
example, reported that during July of that year more than 17,000.reels of .Jl1agnet~<: tape':..
primarily conta'inind
arrived atNSA. 8 . :..--:-· .. .. .
··
·

I

ierThe two types of signals most commonly recorded for subsequent NSA processing
were frequency shift keyed (FSK) and double-frequency. shift keyed (DFSK). Recorded
FSK signals contain. two tones, one representing a. mark and the oth~r space, with a
typical s_eparation of 500 or 1000 cycles per secorid (Hz). DFS record!ngs contain four such
tones, providing two simultaneous channels. For reasons of filter design and recorder_
stability, DFSK and FSK field recordings produced tapes with the tones positioned
between 4 and 7 kilohertz per.s.econd (kHz), recorded at 7 1/2 ips.

a

(U) Recorders available to the conversion process.had a maximum frequency resp~mse'
of 60 kHz. This limited the playback speed of these recorders to a speed e·ight tim~s faster
than the recorded speed ofTl/2 ips in order to keep the highest freq.ueni::y (56 kHz) within
the 60 kHz limit. As advantageous as the eight times faster conversion process was, even
higher factors were needed. This involved development of recorder·s with frequency
response of 120 kHz and beyond, or field recorders with sufficient stability to permit
recording the signals at a slower rate, such as 3 3/4 ips, 1 7/8 ips, etc.
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(U) In practice, both advances in the technology came about in the recorder industry,

but by that time the impetus for solving this processing problem had shifted away from
analog recording toward the use of direct pulse recording, also called "DC," digital, or
binary recording. The advances in frequency response capability of recorders led to the
creation of the Wideband program, which will be discussed later.

I

t

I·

I.

l

DIGIT AL RECORDERS
...... - .. - - ···"'
....-..,- .. •·· - .
. (U) All digital computers Ul'?e the binary system of notation. In this system, every digit
~

.

~

~··-

is defined by combinations ofls and Os. Either oftht:se can be defined to be a pulse or ·a "no
pulse" (space). Tape recorders ·operating in this _inode. ni~de. a~ a:ttrilctive option for the
re~ording of printer signals, whic,h, although not.desi~ed for co~p~t~r application, use
only.two conditions, mark or space. Frequency response and linearity,·so critical in analog
recordings, are of secondary concern i.n pul~e re~ordings,. si~ce all the information is
contained in the starting and sto.pping of pulses.

.

i
i

(U) Tape recorders used for pulse recordings could us.e' either of two basic design

approaches. In: the first, a "l" pulse is achieved by driving e~o~gh ~utreri.t through. the
record head to saturate the tape in a positive (or n~gatiye) dir~ctiori, and a "O" is achieved
by saturating the tape in.~ negative (or positive) direction. After each momentary
saturation, the current through the· record head is cut off, so this type became known as RZ
(~eturn-to-zero). Thus 1;1n entire RZ ta.(le contains op.ly three conditions: positive
saturation, negative saturation, and zero head current.

t .

..

(U) In the other design-approach, the zero head current con.dition is eliminated. The
tape is driven into either positive or negative saturation for the "l" or "O" arid remains
there until a pulse ch~nge .?ccurs. Then the tape is saturated in the opposite direction...
That is, to record a liOll sequence the tape would be driven into positive (or negative)
saturation for the duration of the first two pµlses, reverse saturation for the third; and go
back to positive saturation for the last two pulses. This design concept, called NRZ (nonreturn-to-zero); is ·considered more efficient. than RZ, permitting more bits of information
per inch of tape because of the less frequent changes in the direction of magnetization. .

(6=0€0} ..'rh'.e initial NSA foray into pulse recording was the AFSAV-0100, later given
the nomenclature AN/TNH-14. This device, which used the NRZ design, played.a key role:
in a number of tests during 1958 to compare the processing of binary and audio recordings
of printer signals for accuracy and speed. Overall the tests confirmed that binary ·
recording i~ the field orj
printer signals yielded the better.
9
product. Subsequently the Agency mstalied these recorders worldwide in th_el

I

.

'

.

-~

-f6T Experience gained in processing the NRZ recordings ,produced by ttiel.___ _ __.
positions led to reconsideration of its merits and a switch to RZ recording in succeeding
recorders. The primary problem stemmed from noise or .sofu~ oth~r common /si~nal
interruption causing loss of a flux transition.- the indicatiorythat the "1" changed to a "O"
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or vice versa. Unfortunately this not only corrupted the character in process h~t it
reversed all the succeeding character patterns until some event, most likely another
missed transition, restored synchronism. Because of the redundancy ofthe RZ technique the characteristic that renders it less efficient than NRZ - a missed flux change c~rrup·t~d
only the immediate chara,cter.

.
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·_,
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.

The vacuum-tube-b.a sed AFSAV-0100 Oater ANrfNH-14) was the first digital r:eco_rder (NRZ type) usl'.d
operationally by NSA. The four circles in about the middle of the rack were suiall CRTs for monitoring .
.

..

input and output signals.

(U) The next itera~ion of digital serial tape recorders occurred in the.· ROOMETTE·'
system. The PD. for ROOMETTE, _which went under contract to W~sti~ghouse Eiectric '
Corporation (WEC) i~ M;:iy 1962;-calle.d. for. '.' a ·complete field equipment for receiving,
de~od~lating, regenerating, and recording radioteletype communication sign~ls." 10 The
PD called for the, Serial Data Recording System, XR3-44, to b~ capable of recording a~d .
reproducing both analog and digital signals ·on 1/2-inch tape, using the RZ fonn.at for the
latter with a packing density of 225 bits pe~ inch. Each of the eight parallel tracks on the
heads could be set up via different amplifie.r electronics for either analog or digital
· operation. 11 Depending on the selection of record and playback speed°~ and several relat~d ·
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fa~tors,

such tape. provided a minimum processing speed-up factor of 64 times the tape
spee4 used for recording, and speed-up factors of 128, 256, or 512 might be possible.
(U) When the ROOMETIE development began, only Ampex and CEC (Consolidated
Electrodynamics Corporation) produced serial digital recorders that the Agency deemed
acceptable for field use. 12 Although previous in-house testing favored the Ampex unit,
CEC was selected to produce the XR3-44 ROOMETTE service test models because of.a niuch
lower cost a~d a faster delivery schedule. 13 C.EC nomenclature for these models was
PR.3300.
·

·. I"',
·--~~ -'

.,

'A···

"H

(D) Service ;testing of the ROOMETTE systems at three fieid site; began in

J~nuary

1963. As.stated in the Service Test Smp.mary of April ~963: "The RZ recording concept hs
[sic] proven itself and the (XR3-44)e.quipment has fu~ctioned satisfactorily.'; However,
. during the time frame of the. service testing
of
the
ROOMETTE system, the Agency's RID
! ..
.
•
organization concluded that recorder de.velopments ~ad reached a level of maturity that
made computer-compatible recorders·suitable forfield station use. Even though the. serial
digital recorded tape permitted conversion at very high speeds to the format required for
computer processing at NSA W, the conversion proc~ss could simply be iminated b
making the reco~dings in the field in the blo~ked,.p8:raiiel "IBM 729" format
service test models rntinued tasked operations in the field _until replaced in 1967 by the
_systems.
.
. . ..
·.
.

J.

(U) As gener~tl"purpose computers and their assodated_ tape recorders moved through
their. early development period in the fifties .and sixties, the users ne~ded to provide an
operational environment that catered to the equi~ment' relatively "dust-free air with
temperature and humidity controlled within narrow li!llits, a stable AC power system,
well-trained comi;iuter operators, and maint~nanc.::_ personnel experienced in digital
circuitry. COMINT field stations did not fit this image! Hence the direct production of.IBM
729-compatible magr:ietic tape at the intercept sites was not the simple step it might
appearto be:
' ~ '.·.
.... "i_,·.... • .

:-+er Early Ag~nc_Y, efforts .on this problem also in~l uded testing of an incremental tape
recorder in ~dciition to work .on the parallel-'biock~type recorder.· An incremental tape
.recorder moves the tape in discrete steps, ea:ch step~~~htafoing the parallel (RZ) recording
.•.-....:. . ~~'of'a character and identification of its source . The.;r,es~lting tape-Is'functionally similar to
that produced by-a paper-tape p~nch: Althou~h
in~remental recorder tested adequat~ly
and offered some
advantages
over the serialdata.' ma:~hines·
used in ROOMETTE, the. block
.
.
....
type recorder also tested well and offered even rn:ore flexibilitv and ooerationll 1
advantages. I
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initially.operated at 200 bits per inch (bpi); in later years a modification package increased
the packing densityto 556 bpi. 14

. (!J) ·The ()nly other signific~nt application of serial digital ·recorders in C.O MINT
co'llectfon camein the Automatic Morse Processing Systems designed around the CM:P18A
Morse Translators. Tl:lese .systems went into the operational inventory · in 1964. using
AN/TNH-11 recorders converted to setial ..digital recording in lieu of the original voice
cap1:1.bility. The ·c onversion required only an exchange of modular plug"in components to ·
qbtain the NRZ ·recording/playbac~ c~p~bility.
·
··

. -·-- --·- -.- ·· . ·-:-· -··
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_recording: of a contiguous portion of the RF spectrum to obtai.n. a -

................................... ..................................... However, the context for t e

e
the
narrowband signals active therein, to be processed after the fact eith~r at the site of the
-recording or. at a .remote location. This operational.-techniqu~ is better described_ as
Multiple Signal Collection, although that title never aehieved wide use. Store and
Forward Systems -be~ame the designated titl~in the late 1960s, foUowed by Multiple
Signals Intercept. During the 1970s-, the officiai title became
f
~
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--~(S-itC~·)4i"Wideband (WB) Collection Systems began to play a significant role in the SIGINT
community beginning in the mid-1960s, 15 but these systems began as by-products of
EO

EO
·P. L.

~The D26, the first significant use of ~F Wideba!ld Recording,1 6 initially used the
Ampex 300"series recorder top-plate but quickly progressed _to the AFSA V-100 type
recorder. This,recorder or similar tape transports became the standard for a seri~§.9Lo..ther
wideband s stems such as the·
...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...1 etc. These recorders ran at 60: ips to_r~~ord _10~ kHz in
each of-fourteentr~cks on one-inch tape. Using the normal 10 112-inch reels, this gave a EO -1.-4 ... (c) ·:~
P.L. 86~361
total recording time of twelve minutes per reel.

(U) Except for the AN/TLR-28 systems, the systems listed above were dedicated to
specific high-interest·signal collection, and the tapes were processed at.the collection sites
for the targeted emissions. Early on, it became clear that the tapes contained other signals
which could be extracted productively at processing centers, and tests gemonstrated the
feasibility. However, at twelve minutes per reel a single twenty-four-hour i:>osition would
·chew up 120 tapes! Given a ninety-day pipeline for tape resupply of the. site, the required
10,800 tapes effectively negated this option.
(U) To cope ·with this problem, the ANfl'LR-28 systems incorporated new, fourteentrack Mincom CMP~114 recorders. These permitted recording 120 kHz per track at 15 ips;
rather than 60 ips, and accom_modated 14-inch reels, ~ather than the more commonly used
.10-inchers. These changes produced an actual recording time of ~inety-six minu.tes that
was quite workable. 17
.

(U) By the early 1960s magnetic recorders such as the CMP-114 had evolved to a level
. of capability that ~ade wideband recordmg feasible,· but there remained many technical·
shortcomings to be overcome bythe engineers in NSA and industry. The key advances
needed were wider bandwidth recorders in a more compact ~l.ze, much lower flutter
characteristics, and better dynamic range: (Dynamic range indicates the variation in
input signal strength wi.thin ·which the reproduced output is a precise duplication. Si,nce
the wideband receivers had larger dynamic ranges than did the reco~der.s;-,the systems.
included tuneable notch filters that the operators used to attenuate strong sigp.a-ls in each
100 kHz spectrum before input to a recorder channel.} The ANfl'LR-28 and the other early
systems all operated with a maximum frequency response per track of about 100 kHz, peak
to peak flutter of about 0.2 percent, and a dynamic range of only 25-30 db. 18
-fet-Following successful testing of wideband signal collection in 1960/61, mne
wideband systems of various capabilities were assembled from standard, available
equipment. Each consisted of a fourteen-track CMP-114 recorder fed from one or more (up
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to seven) receivers. The receivers could be either R-1039s or R-1151s. Each receiver
produced two contiguous 100 kHz of spectrum, each of which was recorded as 10-110 kHz
on a track of the recorder.
(U). During the 1960s and into the 1970s, a variety of developments, studies, and
experiments led to newer, · superior wideband systems: . An early: interest was the video
recorder with its 4·MH.z bandwidth achieved by transverse scan rotary.head recording, fo
this type of recorder; record/reproduce heads mounted on the periphery ofa drum rotated
a.t higp_speed across a tape moving at 15 ips; This provided.the high tape~to-head speed
required with practical head ·gaps witnout' gettiil!finto difficult taj:>e handling problems
a~d ..the·use of very lai:ge reels. This type of machine was easily the most compact, and its·
· flutter performance r~dically bettered that of the co.mpeting longitudinal scan. machines.
· Unfortunately there were also amplitude and phase problems with the heads, reliability
problems, and limited dynamic range. As tests and experiments progressed over the years,
moreover, it became clear that the distortion products in the front end of any multiple
.signal, wideband system limited the bandwidth that could be recorded .. That is, recording
the spectrum as forty se.parate tracks of 100 kHz each provided a better product than a
single track of 4.[\1Hz. 19

.,.

,•. .

·j . .: .. .

.;·

.. .... -:<.
~·

.

•.:

·,,..·, .
.

./:'

~However, the compactness and portability of the rotary-head machine made it the
preferred candidate for!
!collection locations, which, at one time, were expected to be
the .p rimary wideband collection site~ ~ Thus the QURPEEtzEAMAN systems were developed.
BURPEE, the Acquisition Subsystem, consisted of a MHiwidebapd receiver, the XR3-54D
rotary head recorder, and a clock/time-code generator: The ZEAMA~ExfractionSµ~systein
consisted of an XR3-70 rotary head recorder/reproducer feeding the recorded .05-4° ·Mlt.~ EO 1 . 4 . ( c)
spectrum to an upconverter whose 4--8 MHz outpµt could be searched by R-390 rec~~vefs . p. L. s 6- 36
For better or for worse, little actual use was ever made of the BURPEEfZEAMAN system
because during 1966 the Agency decided little us,e would be ma~e ofl
lsites in "Store
and Forward" operations. This made multichannel,' longitudinal recorders the c~oic~ for
wideband collection.20

4

. -.·

. ·..

.·

.(U) The Agency developed KETQf!UM, a Multitrack. Acquisition Subsystem, and
GOODMAN, a Multitrack Extractio~ Subsystem,
in
as the most effective
..
. .the late . 1960s
.
system for collecting, storing, and replaying large portions of the HF spectrum ... The
objective of KETCHUMIGOODMAN. .was to develop a system that eliminated the known
deficiencies of the AN/GSR-2 and AN/GSR-4 store and forward systems then in use and
that provided a • state-of-the-art capability. 21 Primary functional improvements desired
were reduction. of manpower needed to operate KETCHUM and reduction in tape shipping
costs.

. -.-~ ... ..
. ..:..:

,, ~-:-~.·

.

(U) Ampex· developed the KETCHUM recorder, designated A!'UTSH-6, under an NSA
contract and delivered it in 1968, but the rest of the KETCHUM ~upsystem ~as deve.l oped
thereafter. By the time subsystem service testing was completed.and production initiated
in 1973, a modi.fied and updated version of the · AN/TSH-6, the AN/USH -18,, was
substituted. Both 42-track machines used one-inch tape and operated at 15 ips. -~·Forty
tracks each furnished a 100 kHz data channel, and the other two carried a servo reference
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tone:_and the time code,. Overall, KETCHUM (formally designated AN/FSQ-78) consisted of
six·racks of eq;uipment. It reduced operator manning by-inclusion of automation features
and reduced shipping costs through the denser data packing on the tapes. Four systems
went into field operations. 22
.
·
·
·

-fet About 1970 the "4 MHz Environmental Collection/Extraction System," Project
XR3-55. recorders. These recorde~s
opera;ted. at lS ips,. used 12 1/2-inch reels, and servo control mechanisms to correct for
. flutter, 23 Ironi¢ally, as wideband magneti_c tape recorders ~eached a m:atu~e, reliable stage
of development; the tide of GO MINT collection began to flow in .ari<;>the.r direction: rather .
than recording the· spectrum for processing elsewher-e, either a spedn1m of signals or
. remo,tely collected narrowba~d signals could be relayed in ~eal time via _a communications
satellite to the processing'locati?ii.
SESA:ME, went· :into ·Ser.Vice test using 42-channel

SUMMARY
.

.

.

'

(U) In the quarter-century following the end of World War II, the role of magrietic
. 'recorders in CO MINT activities went from that of nonexistence to being an essential, ~~it~cal
component. During this era magnetic tape recorder technology ~ov~ci through inuch the
same sort of ferment and rapid advancement that computer_s demonstrated in ~he
succeeding generation .. At base, the tape recorder made possible the off-~ine; riot-real-time.
processing·of intercepted signals. As the qu.antity of targeted sign~ls increa~ed arid their'
· . structures became more sophisticated and· more complex, the ~ecessity for equally
sophisticated, complex ·analysis and processing at NSA Washington' an_d other rear~
·echelon locations:became absolute.
~Achieving the precision; reliability, economy~ and unique applicatfons needed in
the various types of COMINT tape recorders involved many engineers and specialists at
NSA with the commercial organizations· developing tape recorders (and ma'gneti~ tapes)
. during this era. The close interplay between these two groups contributed significantly to
the rap~d, simultaneous advancements in magnetic tape record~~ and magnetic tape
technology, and it provided both enhanced capabilities and new collection techniques, ·
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